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The Kelso Dunes are one of the rare sites where sand dunes can be made to sing. Science is still puzzling over the physics 

involved. Photo by Andrew Alden 

One of the coolest things I've done in my geological explorations was to make the trip to the Kelso Dunes, 

deep in the Mojave Desert and make the dunes sing. All I had to do was huff and puff my way to the top 

of the highest dune and then start the fine sand avalanching down a slip face. After a few seconds a 

fuzzy, baritone hum began to emanate from the body of the dune that lasted while the sand poured down, 

then gently died away. 

Singing sands, also known as booming dunes, were once the stuff of legend. Marco Polo reported them 

from the steppes of central Asia. Nineteenth-century travelers and scientists, including Charles Darwin, 

observed them. Twentieth-century researchers recorded them, played with their sand in the lab, and tried 

mathematical models on them. This week a new paper is coming out in Geophysical Research Letters 

that marks a new proposition in the genteel argument among scientists over singing sand. 

Very few dunes can sing—maybe 30 in the whole world. California has four of them: the Eureka Dunes in 

Death Valley, Panamint Dunes in Panamint Valley, Dumont Dunes north of Baker, and Kelso Dunes 

southeast of Zzyzx. The key factors seem to be very clean sand of a consistent size, very dry conditions 

and a good-sized slope at its angle of repose. A gentle avalanche of sand down the slope, triggered by 

the wind or by humans, sets off the sound. Researcher Stéphane Douady demonstrates the technique in 

this YouTube recording. 

There has been a flurry of recent research into booming dunes. A team from Caltech led by Nathalie 

Vriend studied the California dunes and proposed in 2007, in a paper titled "Solving the Mystery of 

Booming Sand Dunes," that vibrations stirred in the falling sand reverberate within the layers inside the 

dune to produce the moaning tones, much as an alpenhorn produces its low tone from vibrations of the 

player's lips. Vriend and her thesis advisor, Melany Hunt, were invited to write a broader treatment of the 

subject in the prestigious Annual Reviews of Earth and Planetary Science in 2010. 
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But in the new paper, "Singing-Sand Avalanches Without Dunes," a French team from Paris Diderot 

University led by Simon Dagois-Bohy, and including Douady, report their study on two booming dunes 

with different songs, one hoarse and the other sweet. Listen to the two songs here: 

The team took sand from both dunes and made it boom in the lab, using just a shallow tray. Moreover, 

they showed that the songs of the two dunes differed because their sands, not their shapes and 

structures, were different. The hoarse dune, at Al-Ashkarah in Oman, had a sand with a wider range of 

grain sizes than the sweet dune, near Tarfayah in Morocco. But sifting the sand from Oman into a 

narrower size range purified its tone, as these two sonograms from the lab experiments show. 

 

From Dagois-Bohy et al., GRL 2012, http://dx.doi.org/10.1029/2012GL052540 

The French team's research supports a mechanism in which the sand itself is sufficient to produce the 

sound, the base tone depending on the rate of shear within the sand as it spills down the dune. The exact 

value of the tone depends on the grain size, and a mix of sizes produces a mix of tones.  

A song without a dune is as if a violin string could be stroked with a bow and produce its note without the 

violin. But no such instrument exists—not an acoustic one, anyway. It's hard to grasp that singing sand 

does not require a booming dune; if so, then why is it so rare? I feel that as we learn more, the whole 

story will come to embrace both the dunes and their sands. 
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